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The key criteria for a quality TVET provider

• Qualified and experienced training staff
• Well developed, competency based curriculum which guides delivery and assessment
• Access to well resourced, real workplace and/or simulated workplace training facilities
• Demonstrated engagement with industry to ensure relevance
Qualified & Experienced Trainers
Engaged with Industry

• Be certified competent in what they are training
• Have recent, relevant industry experience
• Be qualified in TVET Training and Assessment
• Participate in continuous professional development
• Regularly engage with their industry partners

APTC Cookery Trainer Daniella with Local and international Chefs
Curriculum

- Clearly linked to competency standards
- Assessment tools which assess knowledge and skills
- Teaching/Learning resources which incorporate multi-sensory learning
Real or Simulated Work-Based Training Facilities

- Training facilities must resemble how work is carried out in the real world/workplace.
- Ideally students should have the opportunity for work experience in a real work place.

Very challenging aspect of quality in terms of cost.
Compliance means...

- Industry can be confident that TVET graduates will have the skills and knowledge they need.
- TVET students can be guaranteed that their training will be relevant, meaningful and valued by industry. And hands-on learners will gain confidence in their learning abilities.
- TVET Providers can be confident that our training is valued by industry and valued by graduates.
Thank you
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